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ABSTRACT

Aim: To investigate risk factors of fragility fractures among older people. Data Sources: The electronic databases 
employed were PubMed, Science Direct, and Google Scholar from 2016 to December 2021. Review Method: The 
methodological quality of the studies was assessed using the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Quality Assessment 
Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-sectional study. Two independent reviewers screened total 147 articles. 
Results: Twelve studies were finally included in this review that consisted of 7 cross sectional, 2 longitudinal and 
3 cohort studies. Six studies were of good quality and six were fair. Studies that were of good quality showed that 
physical performance, muscle strength, and falls due to balance impairment were associated with an increased of fra-
gility fractures. While the results for sarcopenia status were uncertain. Conclusion: This review suggests that physical 
functional related factors were main contributors to the risk of fragility fracture among older people.  Lack of research 
in this area warrants more studies to be carried out in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Fragility fracture is defined as fractures that are as a result 
from mechanical forces known as low-energy trauma 
(1).The incidence of fragility fracture increases each year 
where in 2010, estimated 158 million individuals were 
estimated to have high risk of fracture and this is likely to 
double by year 2050 (2). This increase trend of fractures 
are expected to rise in line with life expectancy.  A 
fragility fracture leads to loss of function and mobility, 
psychological issues such as distress and anxiety due to 
loss of independence (1, 3-5). There was an increase 
in the number of fatalities in the year following a 
fracture incidence among older people (6). In addition, 
combined fracture and frailty is an increasing public 
health concern among older population (7, 8) with 
increased indirect socioeconomic costs worldwide (9).

Multiple factors  contribute to the development of 

fragility fractures in older adults (10). With respect to 
physical factors, physical performance and muscle 
strength was known to be associated with increased 
risk of fragility fractures among older people (11). Low 
physical performance (PP) measured by endurance, 
balance, gait speed and muscle strength were associated 
with an increased risk of fragility fracture of hip among 
elderly men (9). Despite decline in physical performance, 
namely endurance and balance, predisposed to risk 
of falls and fractures, increase the susceptibility to a 
limitation in mobility and severe disabilities among 
older people (12), falls resulting from reduced muscle 
strength and mass, and balance also increase incidence 
of fractures among older people (11, 13). Reserved 
physical performance is the key contributor to late-life 
mobility and independence (14). 

As a fracture imposes a huge demand on medical 
expenses for its association with series of adverse events 
such as recurrent fractures, mortality, as well as higher 
financial and social cost. Therefore, there is a need to 
have an effective primary and secondary prevention 
strategies, to reduce  incidence of fragility fracture 
among older people. Therefore the aim of this research 
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is to examine the physical factors of fragility fracture risk 
among older people. 

METHODOLOGY

Identification of studies
We identified peer-reviewed literature published 
related to the risk of factors for fragility fracture which 
is physical factors including physical performance, 
muscle strength, falls incidence, balance and sarcopenia 
status in elderly. The literatures were identified using 
electronic databases such as PubMed, Science Direct 
and Google Scholar, from the year 2016 to December 
2021 including cross sectional, longitudinal or cohort 
study. Truncation of words that provides variations of a 
search term and Boolean terms was used to attain relation 
between keywords in developing a logical phrase within 
the database that followed population, exposure, and 
outcome to maximize and focus our search strategy. 
The literature search keywords are ‘fragility fracture’ 
AND ‘falls’ OR “Balance” OR ‘sarcopenia’ OR ‘physical 
performance OR ‘muscle strength. We included older 
people aged of 55 years old and above as the population 
of interest, physical factors of fragility fracture as exposure 
and fragility fracture as the outcome. This review also 
adhered to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines for 
conducting and reporting systematic reviews. 

Selection of studies  
We included articles, which investigated risk factors 
related to fragility fracture in elderly including physical 
performance, muscle strength, falls incidence, balance 
and sarcopenia status. Mendeley software was utilized to 
screen all the published sources acquired from different 
databases. Research studies operated in humans and 
published in English are qualified for this study. Eligibility 
of research studies are chosen based on the following 
criteria: (1) full-text article; (2) older adults 55 years 
old and above; (3) with one or more fragility fracture. 
Research studies obtained from conference abstracts, 
reviews, book chapters and letters were excluded from 
the review. Using the above selection criteria, two 
authors (NS and CS) independently screened all papers 
retrieved that is titles and/or abstracts of the identified 
literature. The full article was assessed by both reviewers 
(NS and CS), and consensus was reached through 
discussion or agreement with a third reviewer (DK), if 
required. We conducted a forward and reverse citation 
search of included papers.

Data Extraction 
The selected articles enclosed in this study are entirely 
associated with the objective, which is to find out the 
physical risks factor for fragility fracture among older 
individuals. The essential characteristics extracted from 
the study includes sample size and the study population, 
study design, age, participant characteristics, fragility 
fracture definition, methodology, and study results.  

Quality Assessment and Risk of Bias (RoB)
The methodological quality was assessed using the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) Quality Assessment 
Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-sectional (15). 
The NIH quality tools consists of 14 questions in total 
with three options for answer; 1=yes, 0=no, and other 
(N/A=not applicable N/R=not reported, CD=cannot 
determine). Quality of studies were graded as “good”, 
“fair” or “poor” (3). The risk of bias of the selected studies 
were thought to be inversely related to the quality of 
the research. A good quality research thought to have a 
low risk of bias (ROB), a fair-quality study has moderate 
ROB while a poor-quality study to have a high ROB 
(1). Table I shows the quality of the studies using the 
National Institutes of Health Quality Assessment Tool 
for Observational Cohort and Cross-sectional and the 
risk of bias (ROB) for each study.

RESULTS

Flow of studies in the review
Initially, a total of 147 publications were identified 
from all the databases. 15 studies were excluded due to 
duplicate articles, and 78 publications were excluded 
as the papers did not meet the inclusion criteria. A total 
of 54 full text articles were reviewed for eligibility, 23 
studies were excluded as they were book chapters and 
review articles and another 19 studies were excluded as 
the participants consisted of younger to older peoples. 
A total of 12 studies were selected for this systematic 
review (Figure 1). Six studies were rated as good quality 
(16, 18, 22-24, 26) and another six rated as fair quality 
(17, 19- 21,25,27). 

Characteristic of included studies 
A total of 12737 older individuals participated in all 
studies where the majority of the participants were 
women (F=7753, M=4984) with a mean age ranged of 
60 and 90 years old. Among the 12 studies, two studies 
involved elderly women subjects only. The studies 
were conducted in seven countries, which were China, 
Japan, Malaysia, Chile, Norway, Australia, and Canada. 
There were variations in the physical risks of fragility 
reported in each study as well as the outcome measures 
carried out in the studies. Table II summarizes the study 
characteristics included in this study comprising of study 
design, and the participants’ characteristics.

Risk factors of fragility fracture
Table III showed the risk factor investigated as well as the 
outcome measures applied in all of the studies included 
in this systematic review. All studies (N=12) investigated 
physical factors, which are physical performance 
(balance, gait speed, endurance and flexibility), muscle 
strength (hand-grip, lower limb/Quadriceps strength. 
back strength), falls history, and sarcopenia status as 
a risk of fragility fracture in elderly populations. As 
shown in the Table IV, all of the studies were using 
different types of outcome measures for each variables 
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balance among its participants. Five studies (18-21) 
were using Timed Up and Go (TUG) outcome measure 
for measuring balance of the participants. Other studies 
measured balance employing the Biodex Balance System 
SD (17) and a static balance test (22) which consist of 
static tandem, semi-tandem and side by side test.

Gait speed 
Gait speed was measured in eight studies in the review. 
Most of the studies were using different types of outcome 
measures for gait speed assessment.  The measurement 
included GAITRite instrument (19), 6-meter distance 
walking test in four studies (16, 18, 21,23), normal 
and rapid pace gait speed test (20), 2.44-meter walking 
speed test (22) and 3-meter walking test (24).

Endurance 
 One study employed the 2-minute step test to investigate 
the endurance level as a factor for fragility (20). 

Flexibility
A total of two studies investigated flexibility of the 
participants. One study used sit and reach test and 
the back scratch test (20), while another study used 
functional reach test in order to measure the flexibility 
among participants (23). 
 
Muscle strength 
Muscle strength was measured in ten of the studies, 
comprising hand-grip strength, lower limb strength, back 
muscle strength as well as respiratory muscle strength. 
These studies were using different types of outcomes 
measure for investigating muscle strength among the 
older people. Five studies were using the hand-held 
Jamar dynamometer to measure the dominant hand grip 
strength (19, 21-22, 24-25). In another study, the grip 
strength of the non-dominant hand was measured using 
the Martin Vigorimeter (26), While one study did not 
state the tool for hand grip strength measure (20). 

Figure 1: Prisma flow diagram of search strategy

Table I. Quality Assessment and risk of bias for the selected  Studies.

Study National Institutes of Health Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-sectional questions Quality 
scoring 

Quality 
Rating 

Risk of 
bias (RoB)

Questions Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14

Zhou et al. (2017)cs yes yes yes yes no yes no yes yes no yes no N/A No 8 Poor High 

Salech et al. (2021) yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes no yes yes 11 Good Low 

Chua et al. (2020)cs yes yes yes yes yes yes N/A yes yes no yes no N/A yes 10 Good Low 

Alajlouni et al. (2020)co yes yes yes yes no yes yes yes yes no yes no yes yes 11 Good low

Søgaard et al. (2020)co yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes no yes no N/R yes 10 Good low

Arima et al. (2017)cs yes yes yes yes no yes N/A yes yes no yes no N/A yes 9 Fair moderate

Zhou et al. (2021)cs yes yes yes no yes yes no yes yes no yes no yes yes 10 Good low

Pham et al. (2016)lo yes no yes yes yes yes yes no yes yes yes no yes no 10 Good low

Badrasawi et al.  (2017)lo yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes yes no no no N/A yes 9 Fair moderate

Song et al. (2017)co yes yes no yes no yes no yes yes no yes no yes yes 9 Fair moderate

Kirk et al.  (2020)cs yes yes yes no yes yes N/A yes yes no yes no N/A yes 9 Fair moderate

Lim et al. (2020)cs yes yes yes yes no yes N/A yes yes no yes no N/A yes 9 Fair moderate

NIH Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-sectional Studies. Q1: Research question, Q2: Study population, Q3: Participation rate, Q4: Inclusion criteria, Q5: Sample size, 
Q6: Exposure prior to outcome, Q7: Sufficient timeframe, Q8: Different level of exposure, Q9: Exposure measure, Q10: Multiple exposure measurement, Q11: Outcome measure, Q12: Blinding 
of outcome assessor, Q13: Loss of follow, Q14: Potential confounding.
Cohort studyco     Cross-sectional studycs    Longitudinal studylo

investigated. Apparently, physical performance as 
well as muscle strength were risk factors that is highly 
investigated for its correlations with fragility fracture in 
elderly people.  

Physical Performance 
The assessment of physical performance can be further 
classified to balance, gait speed, endurance and 
flexibility. In this review, a total of nine studies were 
measuring physical performance of the participants. 
One of the studies assessed the participants’ ability to 
cope with their daily living activities using the Activity 
of Daily Living (ADL) scale (Barthel Index) (16). While 
another study using the Rapid Assessment of Physical 
Activity (RAPA) questionnaire to assess the participants‘ 
level of physical performance (17). 

Balance 
A total of seven studies included in the review measured 
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Table III: Physical risk factors and outcome measure used in each study

Author(year)/
Variables

Physical performance Muscle strength Sarcopenia 
status

Falls history
(Yes/No)

Balance Gait speed Flexibility Endurance Hand grip 
strength

Lower limb/Quads Back 
strength

Respiratory 
muscle

Lim et al. 
(2020)

Jamar 
dynamometer

Bioelectrical 
Impedance 
Analysis 

Yes 

Kirk et al.  
(2020)

-TUG 
-Four square 

step test

GAITRite 
instrument

Jamar 
dynamometer

EWGSOP2

Song et al. 
(2017)

The Biodex 
Balance 
System SD

Yes 

Rapid Assessment of Physical Activity(RAPA)questionnaire

Badrasawi et 
al.  (2017)

TUG -rapid pace 
gait speed 

test

-seat and 
reach
-back scratch

2-min step test not mentioned Chair stand time Peak 
expiratory 
flow test

Pham et al. 
(2016)

Horizontal Pocket 
Balance spring scale 

Yes 

Zhou et al. 
(2017)

TUG 6 mins walk 
test

Jamar 
dynamometer

Chair stand time Fall risk 
assessment (FRA)

Arima et al. 
(2017)

-6-meter 
walk

-functional 
reach test

Chair stand time

Søgaard et 
al. (2020)

-Martin 
Vigorimeter

Alajlouni et 
al. (2020)

TUG 6meter walk 
test

-5x Sit to stand
-Horizontal Pocket 
Balance spring scale 

Chua et al. 
(2020)

standing 
balance 
(static)

2.44m 
walking 
speed 

Jamar 
dynamometer

5x sits to stand Load cell 
system

Yes 

Salech et al. 
(2021)

3-meter 
walking 

Jamar 
dynamometer

Yes 

Zhou et al. 
(2021)

 TUG 6-meter 
walk test

Activity of Daily Living scale 
(Barthel Index)

Yes 

TUG = Timed Up and Go test;  HGS = Hand grip strength

Table II: Study design and participants characteristics

Author and year Study design
Sample 

size

Gender Inclusion criteria 

Male Female Age Study Population  

Zhou et al. 
(2021)

Cross sectional study N=300 187 113 ≥ 80 Patients from the Outpatients Department of Geriatrics of Beijing Tongren Hospital

Salech et al. 
(2021)

Cross sectional study N=1119 351 768 ≥60 Community-dwelling people living in Chile

Chua et al. 
(2020)

Cross-sectional study N=50 0 50 ≥ 55
Attending patients (female) orthopaedic clinic, Hospital Canselor Tuanku Muhriz, Universiti 
Kebangsaan Malaysia
Able to walk and independent in activities of daily living

Arima et al. 
(2017)

Cross-sectional study N= 586 0 586 60–89 Community-dwelling Japanese women who had participated in the Hizen-Oshima Study 

Zhou et al. 
(2017)

Cross sectional study N=175 114 61 ≥ 80
Patients from the Outpatients Department of Geriatrics of Beijing Tongren Hospital Could 
completely or basically maintain activity daily life (ADL score ≥ 75 points)

Kirk et al.  (2020) Cross-sectional study N=484 147 337 ≥ 65

community-dwelling older adults from western Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
First database: 65 years old above, able to ambulate independently and no cognitive impairment
Second database: Community-dwelling from Sarcopenia: Biological Environmental and risk 
factors in older adults (SEBA) study.

Lim et al. (2020) Cross-sectional study N=147 32 115 ≥ 65
Attending patients who had undergone surgery for fragility HF at Seoul National University 
Bundang Hospital, Chung-Ang University Hospital, or Jeju National University Hospital from 
August 2016 to December 2018

Alajlouni et al. 
(2020)

Cohort study N=1251 440 811 ≥ 60 Community-dwelling women and men residing in the regional city of Dubbo

Søgaard et al. 
(2020)

Cohort study N=6893 2891 4002 ≥55 Elderly participants from Tromsø Study longitudinal population-based

Song et al. (2017)
Cohort study

N=50 17
33 ≥ 65

50 ambulatory community- dwelling volunteers recruited via poster advertisements
Able to ambulate independently

Pham et al. 
(2016)

Longitudinal study N=761 595 1066 ≥ 60 Participants who were participating in the Dubbo Osteoporosis Epidemiology Study

Badrasawi et 
al.(2017)

Longitudinal study N=473 210 263 ≥ 60
Participants from 10 different areas in the Klang Valley of Malaysia
No known terminal or mental illnesses
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Table IV: Data tabulation of results for each study in the review

Author and year
 

Variables investigated

Results
Physical Performance Muscle strength Sarcopenia status

Falls history 
(yes/no)

Zhou et al. (2021)

-TUG 
-6-meter walk test
-Activity of Daily Living  
(Barthel Index)

yes

People who were older than 80 years old, outdoor activities of < 30 
min/day, walking speed of < 0.8 m/s, and people with a TUG result 
of > 12 s were more likely to have falls
Falls significantly correlated with fragility fractures
Walking speed negatively correlated with fragility fractures, 

Salech et al. (2021) 3-meter walking -HGS yes
The risk of falls higher in osteo-sarcopenic patients than in those 
without the condition
Fracture risk was also higher among osteo-sarcopenic patients

Chua et al. (2020)
-static standing balance 
-2.44m walking speed

-HGS 
-5xSTS 
-Back Extensor 

yes
Lower body function (SPPB score) have a lesser effect compared to 
muscle strength and body mass on BMD and fracture risk

Alajlouni et al. 
(2020)

-TUG 
-6-Meter walking 

- 5xSTS
-Horizontal Pocket 
Balance spring scale 
(Quadriceps)

QS (≤18 kg/m), TGUG (>8 s), 5xSTS time (≥14.5 s), and GS (≤0.8 
m/s) were all associated with a 2- to 3-fold increase in fracture risk 
in elderly

Søgaard et al. 
(2020)

-Martin Vigorimeter
In both genders, the increased hazard ratio per 1 SD reduced grip 
strength was statistically significant to increase risk of fracture

Arima et al. (2017)
-6meter walk 
-Functional reach test

Chair stand time
Women with vertebral compression fractures had significantly 
poorer physical performance (slower walking speed, longer chair 
stand time and shorter functional reach)

Zhou et al. (2017)
-TUG
-6-meter walk

-HGS
-Chair stand ime

Fall risk 
assessment 

Increase in the overall prevalence of fragility fractures in the 
population was related to the history of fall after 80 years old and 
the increase in the faer of falls FRA scores

Pham et al. (2016)
-Horizontal Pocket 
Balance spring scale 
(Quadriceps)

yes

Skeletal muscle strength (quadriceps strength) declined with 
advancing age in both women and men
This reduction was associated with an increased risk of fracture in 
both sex
Muscle weakness increases the risk of falls
 Falls that occur within the previous 12 months increases the risk of 
fracture.

Badrasawi et al.  
(2017)

-TUG
-Rapid pace gait 
Set and reach test 
-2min step test

-HGS 
-Chair stand time 
-Peak expiratory flow

Rapid pace gait speed  reported to be strongly related to frailty

Song et al. (2017)
-The Biodex Balance System 
-Rapid Assessment of Physical 
Activity (RAPA) questionnaire

yes

No significant relationship between balance and age, BMI, the FRAX 
risk of major osteoporotic fracture, or FRAX risk of hip fracture
Activity level did not have a significant relationship with age, BMI, 
FRAX osteoporotic fracture score, FRAX hip fracture score for males, 
females, and both genders combined.

Kirk et al.  (2020)
-TUG
-4 square step test 
-GAITRite instrument

HGS EWGSOP2

Prevalence of fragility fractures was significantly higher in those with 
confirmed sarcopenia
Independent components of sarcopenia (ALM, handgrip strength and 
gait speed) increased the likelihood of osteoporosis fracture

Lim et al. (2020) HGS BIA yes Sarcopenia was correlated with increased risk of fragile falls 

BIA= Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis TUG= Time up and Go, HGS= Hand Grip strength, 5XSTS= 5times sit to stand, EWGSOP2= European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People 

The lower limb strength of the participants was measured 
using the chair stand time (20-21, 27), 5 times sit to 
stand (18, 22) and using the horizontal Pocket Balance 
spring scale in order to measure the maximal isometric 
quadriceps muscle contraction (18, 28). In this review, 
one study using a load cell system to measure back 
extensor muscle strength  in a prone position (22).

Sarcopenia 
There were two studies that measured the sarcopenia 
status in older people (19, 25). A study used the 
European Working Group on sarcopenia in older people 
(EWGSOP2) cut-points for identifying the participants 
with sarcopenia (19). While another study employed the 
tetrapolar bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) system 
for the body composition of the participants (25). 

Falls history 
Altogether, a total of six studies included the fall history of 
the participants as one of the factors for fragility fracture 

(16-17, 21-22, 24, 28). Fall history of the participants 
was included inside the socio-demographic data.

DISCUSSION

This systematic review aimed to review the physical 
risk factors related to fragility fracture among older 
people. In this review, four variables namely physical 
performance, muscle strength, sarcopenia status and fall 
history were identified to be the physical risk factor of 
fragility fracture among elderly population. 

Physical performance and muscle strength were shown 
to be the most contributing factor for fragility fracture, as 
reported by 10 out of 12 studies in this review. Decline 
in physical activity including reduction in balance, gait 
speed and flexibility found to be predictors for fragility 
fracture, leads to impaired functions and disability (27). 
The findings on the physical risk factor for fragility 
fracture were consistent among the studies. Older people 
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presented with higher Timed Up and Go (TUG) values 
and reduced gait speed were all significantly associated 
with increase in fracture risk in older people (18-20, 27). 
A higher prevalence of fragility fracture was reported in 
older people who lack an adequate physical activity 
level indicated by difficulty to push a table, performing 
house chores, inability to crouch down, climbing stairs 
and kneeling (23). 

Physical activity level, which includes balance and 
endurance reported by previous study also shown 
association with increase in fragility fracture, thus 
reducing the quality of life among frailty elderly (25). In 
addition, a prospective cohort study consisting of post-
menopausal women, reported that failure to maintain 
balance for 10 seconds during standing and walking for 
100 meters reported to be factors of increase in risk of 
fragility fracture (14). A retrospective study reported that 
reduced physical activity in older people increased the 
risk of fragility fracture (29). Physical engagement plays 
a significant role in preventing fragility fracture in older 
people especially one that arises from osteoporosis 
and decline in muscle mass (29). This is none other 
than the fact that physical activity helps in preventing 
osteoporosis and loss in bone mass density (30). 

A regular exercise consisting moderate activity, 30-60 
minutes three times a week (31) has been shown to have 
an effect as it helps to improve muscle strength (32) mass 
and bone density (33) which reduced the likelihood of 
fragility fracture (30, 34-35). A weight bearing exercise 
also shown to be safe and effective in preventing falls as 
well as falls-related fracture in older people, specifically 
in women (36). Thus, highlighting the importance of 
physical activity in preventing fragility fracture in older 
population.

However, inconsistent result observed in the correlation 
between walking speed and fragility fracture. From this 
research, walking speed has shown to have no direct 
correlation with fragility fractures (16). Instead, reduced 
outdoor activities, reduced walking speed and increased 
TUG result were more likely to cause a new fall, which 
increase fragility fracture among elderly. In addition, a 
negative correlation between activity level and balance 
with fragility fracture was reported among older people 
(17). This inconsistent result was reported to be due to 
the small sample size of population included in the study 
(50 participants), thus causing limitations in obtaining 
a precise pictures for both of the factors in regards to 
fragility fracture (17). This in return suggests for more 
future research to be carried out in order to assess further 
association of fragility fracture with balance in older 
people. 

Muscle strength, namely the hand-grip strength, lower 
limb strength and back muscle strength shown to be 
significant with increased risk of fragility fracture (18, 
20, 22, 26-28). Reduced handgrip strength was reported 

to increase the risk of fragility fracture in both men and 
women (37).  Grip strength also associated with more 
frailty markers in elderly men and women, including 
bone mineral density and osteoporosis which contributes 
to fracture in elderly population (22, 38). This finding 
was further supported by other studies (4, 9, 18, 23, 
27, 39) which shown the correlation between muscle 
strength and fragility fracture among older people. 

As people grows older, decline in muscle strength 
were highly susceptible. The rate of declination 
shown to be more dependent on age, which is older 
adults has higher rate of declination in muscle strength 
compared to younger adults and are prone to fracture 
(39). The European Working Group on Sarcopenia in 
Older People (EWGSOP2) stated that sarcopenia was 
characterized as a decline of skeletal muscle mass (men 
< 7.0 kg/m2, women < 5.5 kg/m2), reduced grip strength 
(men < 27 kg, women < 16 kg) and slower gait speed 
(men and women ≤ 0.8 m/s) (40). This review shows 
that decline in the muscle strength namely the hand-grip 
strength and gait speed were found to be the factors of 
sarcopenia, in which participants with sarcopenia are 
most likely to experience fragility fracture (19, 24-25).  

Falls contributed as one of factor for fragility fracture 
among elderly. This review shown that elderly who have 
declined in muscle strength (28) and lower physical 
performance including balance and gait speed were 
more likely to experience falls incidents and increase risk 
of fragility fracture among older people (12). Reduced 
upper and lower limb strength, muscle endurance, poor 
limb flexibility and agility also reported to increase 
in falls incident (41) which leads to fracture and poor 
quality of life among older people. An increase in the 
prevalence of fragility fracture was related to history of 
fall after 80 years old and increase in fear of fall (16, 21). 
Falls that occur within 12 months, in return, lead to an 
increase risk in the fragility fracture of both sexes. 

In addition, fragility fracture caused by falls was correlated 
with sarcopenia (25). The prospective studies observed 
that older people with sarcopenia had a higher risk of 
falls compared to non-sarcopenia people (37-38). This 
increased risk of falls in older people with sarcopenia 
was to be expected due to loss of the fast-twitch muscle 
fiber and motor neurons (39) as a result of decline in 
muscle mass with aging (42-43). Sarcopenia shown 
to be related to decline in muscle mass and strength, 
increasing the likelihood of fragility fracture caused 
by a fall. The lower limbs muscles act as a stabilizer, 
especially during walking and play a role as absorber 
during falls incident. Therefore, weakness of the lower 
limb muscles increases the chances of falls and fragility 
fracture among older people presenting with sarcopenia 
(25).  In contrast, previous study reported there was no 
association between falls and the prevalence of fragility 
fracture among elderly (23). This conflict of findings 
could be attributed to fear of falling among elderly.
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CONCLUSION

This systematic review suggests that physical factors 
namely physical performance (balance, gait speed, 
endurance and flexibility), muscle strength, sarcopenia 
status and history of falls contributed independently to 
increase fragility fracture risk in elderly. However, the 
correlation of sarcopenia as well as falls with fragility 
fracture were still unclear as there is limited study 
conducted to investigate its correlation with fragility 
fracture. This review may be useful to provide an early 
prevention and management strategies, especially by 
identifying the physical factors for fragility fracture 
among older people. 
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